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 Support your club or project & help keep this website alive! ABOUT MONEY POT This is a free-of-charge online fundraising
website for 'Not-For-Profit' groups such as sports clubs, school sports projects and community initiatives. You can use this

website to raise money for anything you want - just create a new personal fundraising page & share the link with your friends
and supporters. And to make fundraising online easy, we have created a FREE online fundraising tool with fundraising

templates & customisable tools to make it hassle-free! Click on the 'Create a Page' button to create a new fundraising page. You
can also register your own domain name for your fundraising pages and get free email accounts to handle all your fundraising

activities. Start fundraising today! Help keep this website online! SUPPORT THIS WEBSITE You can help to keep this website
online and free of charge by making a donation. Click here to make a donation. WHO IS BACKEND SUPPORTED The world
of digital fundraising is extremely dynamic - one minute we're on-the-ball, and the next we're nowhere. That's why every day we

work on moving our fundraising infrastructure to the cloud. In the past we've relied on expensive hosting solutions - now we
work with low-cost, low-overhead systems that will allow us to scale to millions of visits per day. We're already using these

systems for other fundraising websites that raise hundreds of thousands of pounds per year. Why the cloud? We're not starting
this migration lightly. As we move to the cloud we will need to do a lot of testing to ensure that everything is working perfectly.
The cloud is not perfect - just like everything else. We'll need to keep this in mind as we move to the cloud. For a not-for-profit
organisation it's more important to know that your websites and fundraising pages are up and running without fail than it is for
them to work perfectly. If something goes wrong, we've got a world of expertise behind us (the fundraiser community) that can

help us with any technical issues we have. PROTOCOLS We use a range of protocols to secure the data we collect from our
visitors, and to maintain an absolute minimum of intrusive advertising. We do not store passwords, e-mail addresses or financial

details in the database. They're all stored in the internet 82157476af
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